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ABSTRACT

We present N-body simulations illustrating how giant planet migration can significantly affect the conditions for
the formation of interior terrestrial planets. A giant planet migrating through a swarm of planetesimals will scatter
many of them onto very eccentric and inclined orbits, preventing them from playing any further role in additional
planet formation. The magnitude of this excitation is strongly dependent on the mass and migration rate of the giant
planet. We found that if planet migration occurs for low-mass planets (one-tenth of the mass of Jupiter) or proceeds
very rapidly (10�3 AU yr�1), planetesimal swarms can dynamically cool via gas drag, collisions, and dynamical fric-
tion after the giant passes through. Other simulations produce a population of planetesimals on orbits with very high
eccentricity and inclination, which may persist and become a signature of a previous migration event. In some cases
further growth of terrestrial planets is possible, leading to our prediction of terrestrial planets existing on orbits
outside of some hot Jupiters.

Subject headinggs: accretion, accretion disks — methods: n-body simulations — planetary systems —
planets and satellites: general
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1. INTRODUCTION

Planet migration has become an integral part of explaining the
observations of extrasolar planets. At present, neither the rate nor
the prevalence of suchmigration is well understood. In almost all
scenarios, however, inward migration is rapid for planets more
massive than 1M�. This migration has obvious consequences for
the fate of the planet. Migration also has the potential to strongly
affect the characteristics of the disk. In this paper we accept that
giant planet migration occurs and investigate its effect on plan-
etesimals initially interior to the planet.

Models of terrestrial planet formation (Chambers 2001), evi-
dence from our solar system (Yin et al. 2002; Jacobsen & Yin
2003), andmodels of giant planet formation (Pollack et al. 1996;
Mayer et al. 2004) suggest that terrestrial and giant planets may
be forming and migrating at the same time. The lure of Earth-like
extrasolar planets has motivated many previous studies of terres-
trial planet formation in the presence of migrating giant planets.
Armitage (2003) assumed that amigrating giant planet completely
removes all solid material and showed that the subsequent re-
plenishment time is long, reducing the likelihood of additional
planet formation. Subsequent studies have suggested that this
assumption may be overly pessimistic. Mandell & Sigurdsson
(2003) found that if migration occurs after terrestrial planets have
fully formed (i.e., masses like the current inner solar system), a
significant fraction of the planets survive. Recently, Fogg &
Nelson (2005) used N-body simulations with multiple levels of
physics to show that the effect of giant planet migration on in-
terior solid bodies can be quite complex, for example, enhancing
planetesimal growth in sweeping resonances. The method used
in this paper is similar to that of Edgar & Artymowicz (2004),
which focused on very rapid migration of planets less massive
than Jupiter, as expected from type III migration (Masset &
Papaloizou 2003). This paper presents a parameter search over a
wide range of the giant planet mass and migration rate, with the
goal of estimating the survivability of solid material initially in-
terior to the giant.

2. INITIAL CONDITIONS

We construct a disk of planetesimals as described by Kokubo
& Ida (2002) with Rayleigh distributions for the eccentricity and
inclination. For the eccentricity distribution, the mean value was
0.01; for the inclination distribution, 0.005 radian. The disk ex-
tended from 0.5 to 4.5 AU, with a surface number density propor-
tional to r�3=2. The other three orbital elements ( longitude of
perihelion, longitude of ascending node, andmean anomaly) were
distributed uniformly. This initial disk is in quasi-equilibrium in
the sense that the velocity dispersion is comparable to the escape
speed from 100 km size objects. The top left panel of Figure 1
shows the described configuration.
In this investigation we are interested in planetesimals that are

large enough to have decoupled from the gas disk, but not somas-
sive that gravitational focusing leads them to undergo oligarchic
growth. As such, we will treat the planetesimals as massless, feel-
ing only the gravitational force of the central star and the migrat-
ing planet. Although interaction with a gas disk is not explicitly
modeled, we discuss the possible effects of gas drag in x 4.3.

3. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE AND SETUP

We wish to follow the trajectories of test particles in the pres-
ence of two massive bodies whose configuration changes uni-
formly and slowly.We used the programPKDGRAV (Richardson
et al. 2000; also see Stadel 2001) to calculate gravity and integrate
orbits in the disk. Since the planetesimals are treated as test par-
ticles, the calculation time is directly proportional to the number
of particles. PKDGRAV uses a second-order leapfrog integrator
with a binary hierarchy of time steps. The time step for each par-
ticle was chosen as a small fraction (<1/600) of the orbital period
about the dominant perturber, either the planet or the central star.
We verified the appropriateness of the integrator by decreasing
the time step and finding qualitative convergence in the final
distribution of orbital elements and number of ejected particles.
The giant planet is kept on a circular orbit, initially at 5.2 AU. It

is migrated inward at a constant rate, denoted�, and its mass (Mp)
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is kept fixed. The simulation is run until the planet comes within
0.01 AU of the central star. This end distance is consistent with
the planet accreting onto the star or the migration halting, result-
ing in a hot Jupiter. Since the planetesimals are massless, no addi-
tional dynamical evolution of their orbits occurs after this point.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulation outputs the position and velocity of the plane-
tesimals at regular intervals. From these snapshots we calculate
the instantaneous orbital elements. Figure 2 shows the time evo-
lution of orbital elements of a sample of planetesimals from one
simulation. Most of the following discussion uses histograms
and averages of these elements to quantify the dynamical heating
of the disk.

4.1. Exciting the Disk

The giant planet immediately starts exciting the planetesimals
in the simulation. The initial condition is out of equilibrium be-

cause the planet is introduced suddenly, but this affects only the
outermost planetesimals. Many particles are captured by reso-
nances and are swept inward as the planet migrates, their orbits
simultaneously shrinking and becoming more eccentric. As the
eccentricity of a particle increases, it will undergo a close en-
counter with the planet, drastically changing its orbital elements.
Some particles are actually ejected from the system, and many
more are pushed to orbits with eccentricity very close to 1, known
as plunging orbits. Particles initially further in are more tightly
bound and are not affected until the giant and its low-order reso-
nances migrate nearer. See the progression of snapshots of a sys-
tem in Figure 1.

4.2. Dependence on Planet Mass and Migration Rate

We ran a suite of simulations, independently varying the mass
of the migrating planet and the migration rate. For a planet mass
of 1MJup we varied the migration rate from 10�3 to 10�5 AU yr�1

(high end from simulations of migration due to density wave

Fig. 1.—Snapshots of a disk of planetesimals under the gravitational influence of a migrating giant planet. The planetesimals are colored by the semimajor axis of
their initial orbit. This figure looks down on the disk in a frame that rotates with the giant planet, and is 10 AU in both directions. The simulation time and current
semimajor axis of the orbit of the giant planet are shown in the upper right of each frame. Top left : The initial conditions; planetesimals are on nearly circular, nearly
coplanar orbits from 0.5 to 4.5 AU from the central star of mass 1M�. Top right : The giant planet (open diamond, at right edge, centered vertically) enters the frame at the
right. As the giant migrates, it carves planetesimals off the disk via resonant interaction. Bottom left : Two- and three-lobed resonant structure is obvious. Bottom right :
As the giant planet continues toward the central star, the resonant structure is erased as planetesimals undergo stochastic close encounters. [See the electronic edition of
the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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torques, Nelson & Benz [2003]; low end from estimates of vis-
cous migration within a gap, Ward [1997]); for a migration rate
of 10�4 AU yr�1 we varied the planet mass from 0.1MJup to
2.0MJup. Figure 3 shows histograms of the final distribution of
orbital elements for certain values of the planet mass and migra-
tion rate. The mean, median, and variance of the final eccentric-
ity and inclination of the planetesimals are shown in Figure 4 as
functions of the planet mass andmigration rate. Lower-mass per-
turbing planets have weaker resonances, causing less excitation
of the swarm. Similarly, a faster migration rate means that many
particles will miss being caught in resonance. For either of these

conditions, a large fraction of the planetesimals remain on rel-
atively cool orbits. However, even for fast-migrating, low-mass
giant planets, the average eccentricity in the swarm of planetes-
imals is still increased tenfold during the simulation. Inclina-
tions are similarly increased, but with larger deviations. We also
observe retrograde orbits in the simulations with the mostmassive
or slowest migrating planets, but they represent only a few per-
cent of the swarm.
In the simulations withmassive planets or slowmigration rates,

the passage of the giant planet is catastrophic to most of the disk
of planetesimals. For a 2MJup planet migrating at 10�4 AU yr�1,
nearly 20% of the particles are ejected, another 50% have eccen-
tricity greater than 0.8, and 5% are put on nearly Sun-grazing
orbits. The case of a 1MJup planet migrating at 10�5 AU yr�1 is
even more destructive. Figure 5 shows the breakdown of final
orbits as a function of the planet mass and migration rate. As we
describe in x 4.3, much of the original disk will never dynami-
cally cool, and thus cannot play a further role in planet forma-
tion. However, note that only about half of the solid material is
removed.
The planetesimals are scattered during close encounters with

the giant planet. At the giant planet migration rates we used,
nearly every planetesimal will undergo such an encounter. To see
this, consider the synodic period of a planetesimal and the giant
separated by the Hill radius of the giant. The distance the giant
migrates inward during this period is (in all our simulations) less
than the Hill radius. Therefore, the planetesimal will eventually
come within the Hill sphere of the giant planet and be gravita-
tionally scattered. Planetesimals that are pushed into resonances
may avoid a close encounter, but will still be excited via the reso-
nance. Planetesimals with inclined orbits can avoid the giant by
moving out of the plane. We ran an additional suite of simula-
tions in which we increased the mean inclination of the initial
disk of planetesimals. As expected, we found that a puffier disk
resulted in more surviving planetesimals.
Edgar & Artymowicz (2004) presented simulations covering

a different range of parameter space from that discussed above.

Fig. 3.—Histograms of final eccentricity showing influence of planet mass
and migration rate. Top left: A low-mass giant planet migrating at our ‘‘average’’
rate increases the eccentricity of most planetesimals, but does not saturate the
excitation. Top right : A more massive planet migrating at the same rate ejected
15% of the swarm and pushed most of the other planetesimals onto very high
eccentricity, or plunging, orbits. Bottom left: A massive planet migrating 10 times
faster leaves a broad spread of eccentricities. Bottom right: A low-mass planet
can still completely excite the disk if it migrates slower, allowing more time for
secular interactions.

Fig. 4.—Dependence of eccentricity and inclination on planet mass and
migration rate. Top panels: We held the giant planet migration rate fixed at
� ¼ 10�4 AU yr�1 and varied the mass of the planet; shown are the final mean,
median, and standard deviation of the eccentricity (left) and inclination (right) of
the planetesimals. Bottom panels: We exchange the varied parameters, holding
the giant planet mass fixed at 1MJup and varying the migration rate. The depen-
dence on both parameters is strong. We show only bound planetesimals, so the
eccentricity is limited to be <1. While the mean and median value of eccen-
tricity of bound planetesimals plateaus at high mass and slowmigration rate, the
number of ejected particles (not shown) continues to increase.

Fig. 2.—Orbital element history of planetesimals in the presence of a mi-
grating giant planet. The paths shown are for eight planetesimals randomly
chosen from the simulation. Note how some of the particles get pushed inward
ahead of the planet, their orbits simultaneously elongating and shrinking. For
the semimajor axis and perihelion plots (top left, bottom right), the path of the
migrating giant planet (solid diagonal line) and its two strongest resonances
(dashed and dotted lines) are shown. [See the electronic edition of the Journal
for a color version of this figure.]
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Specifically, they looked at the effect of very rapid migration of
10–200 M� planets on a narrow ring of very dynamically cool
planetesimals. Our technique is identical, except that it uses a dif-
ferent orbital integrator. We replicated three of their initial condi-
tions, ran the simulations, and measured the final mean andmedian
excitations. For giant planets of masses 10, 100, and 200M� mi-
grating at 0.021 AU yr�1, our results agree to within 20%.

Unlike the giant planets used in our simulations, many extra-
solar planets are on eccentric orbits (Schneider 2005). One possi-
ble explanation for these orbits is interaction with another planet
that either has since been ejected or has not yet been detected
(Zakamska & Tremaine 2004; Ford et al. 2001). In such a case,
migration would not be smooth, nor would the planets be con-
strained to circular orbits, both critical features of our simu-
lations. We expect that such a system would lead to even more
excitation than what we have found, as a planet on an eccentric
orbit will cross the orbits of more planetesimals per unit time
than the same planet on a circular orbit. Simulations of such a
scenario are a possible future extension of this work.

4.3. Cooling the Scattered Disk

We have shown that a migrating giant planet dynamically ex-
cites a cool disk of planetesimals. There are physical interactions
that we have not modeled that will act to cool the resultant scat-
tered disk, including gas drag, collisions, and dynamical friction.

We can estimate the eccentricity damping time due to gas drag
using the prescription of Adachi et al. (1976). They assume an
axisymmetric gas disk with no vertical structure, and derive for
planetesimals with small eccentricities (e P 0:3) an eccentricity
decay timescale of

T ¼ 1

e2
2m

CD�r 2�gasa�
ð1Þ

where m, r, a, e, and � are the mass, radius, semimajor axis, ec-
centricity, and orbital angular speed of the planetesimal, respec-
tively; CD is the gas drag coefficient (of order unity); and �gas is
the gas density at the orbit of the planetesimal. The minimum
mass solar nebula model suggests that the gas density is �(r) ¼
1:4 ; 10�9(r /1 AU)�11=4 g cm�3 (Thommes et al. 2003).

For a 100 km rocky body in the terrestrial region, the esti-
mated damping timescale is on the order of tens of thousands of
years. Compared to the lifetime of the disk, at least a million
years, this seems to suggest that an excited swarm of plane-
tesimals will quickly cool to the point where collisional growth
is again possible. However, this estimate is valid only for small
eccentricities, significantly less than the average eccentricity seen
in some of our simulations. More importantly, our simulations
show that disks of planetesimals will be significantly puffed up
by a migrating giant planet (Fig. 4 shows median inclinations
of many tens of degrees). For each planetesimal in the final out-
put of our simulations, we can calculate the percentage of or-
bital period spent within two scale heights of the disk. The scale
height used is h(r) ¼ 0:0472(r /1 AU)5

=4 AU, that of the mini-
mum mass solar nebula model (Thommes et al. 2003). While
almost all the planetesimals are on high-eccentricity, high-
inclination orbits, about half of these orbits are oriented such that
they remain in the original plane of the disk. The other half of the
swarm spends almost no time in the plane (see the line labeled
t > 0:75 in Fig. 5), and will therefore not be able to cool via gas
drag.

Collisions between solid bodies will have a dynamically cool-
ing effect when the velocity dispersion is of the same order as the
escape speed of the bodies (de Pater & Lissauer 2001). The high
eccentricities seen in our simulations suggest that any collisions
between planetesimals will be at high speed, and hence disruptive,
grinding down the bodies and further slowing planet formation.

Another physical interaction capable of cooling the disk is dy-
namical friction, whereby the eccentricity and inclination of the
larger planetesimals in a swarm will be damped by gravitational
interaction with the more numerous smaller bodies. Because our
simulations used massless planetesimals, we cannot observe this
interaction. This effect is important only if there is a size distri-
bution in the swarm of planetesimals.

Gas drag, collisions, and dynamical friction will act to cool a
moderately excited disk of planetesimals, such as found in the
low-mass, fast-migration rate region of our parameter search.
In such cases, only a few percent of the large solid bodies will be
lost to planet formation due to the migration event. However, for
many other outcomeswe observed, amajority of the planetesimals
cannot be cooled quickly or efficiently enough to play a further
role in terrestrial planet formation. The remaining material will
dynamically cool, but very slowly, andmay be ground to dust via
disruptive collisions. Note that this removal of material, while
significant, is not complete, as assumed in some previous studies
(Armitage 2003).

5. CONCLUSIONS

To investigate survivability of planetesimal disks in the pres-
ence of complete giant planet migration, we ran a suite of simula-
tions varying the mass and migration rate of the giant planet. We
found that survivability strongly depends on these parameters.
If giant planets start migrating at low mass, pre-existing plan-
etesimals interior to the giant may remain on cool orbits after the
passage, leaving open the possibility of further growth via ac-
cretion. Alternatively, planetesimals can survive even in the pres-
ence of very massive planets if migration occurs at the high end
of migration rates suggested by previous simulations. There

Fig. 5.—Fates of planetesimal orbits at the end of the simulations, as a func-
tion of planetmass andmigration rate. Shown are the percentage of planetesimals
with orbits satisfying different criteria at the end of each simulation, where e is the
eccentricity, q the perihelion distance, R� the radius of Sun, and t the fraction of
the orbital period spent outside one scale height of the disk. The solid line shows
bound orbits: more massive migrating giant planets and slower migration rates
both lead to more unbound planetesimals. The separation between solid black,
solid gray, and dashed lines shows that many planetesimals are put on very high-
eccentricity orbits. The dotted and dash-dotted lines are planetesimals that will
pass very close to their star, either impacting or undergoing significant heating
and tidal stress. Finally, as many as 20% of planetesimals can be put on orbits that
are mostly above and below the original disk (double dot-dashed line); these
planetesimals will feel minimal drag force from the gas disk. [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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remains a large range of parameter space where the presence of
an exterior migrating giant planet is catastrophic to about half of
any interior dynamically cool planetesimals.

The magnitude of excitation of the swarm that we found is
consistent with the simulation in Fogg & Nelson (2005) without
expending computational effort on their more complete physics.
In light of this, we recommend the technique used in this paper as
a cheap test of survivability, when tighter constraints on planet
migration rates eventually become available.

After the passage of a giant planet, a disk of planetesimals must
dynamically cool before further growth is possible. The main
method for this cooling is via gas drag. We show that gas drag
can cool a moderately heated disk in a short amount of time com-
pared to the expected lifetime of the gaseous nebula. However,
many of the simulations we ran had final states in which most of
the planetesimals were far too dynamically excited to be easily

cooled via gas drag, primarily because of the greatly increased
average inclination. This population of planetesimals on highly
eccentric and inclined orbits may survive for the lifetime of the
system. Detecting such objects in our or extrasolar systems would
be evidence suggesting a prior migration event.
Many, perhaps all, giant planets will migrate within their so-

lar system during and after their formation. The passage of a
migrating planet through a swarm of smaller planetesimals is a
transitory event with long-term consequences. The survival of
planetesimals in systems where this occurs is strongly dependent
on the mass and migration rate of the giant planet. In systems
where a giant planet migrates quickly, while still forming, plane-
tesimals will be dynamically excited, but will be able to cool and
undergo additional growth following the passage of the giant
planet. Because of this, we predict that terrestrial planets will be
found exterior to some hot Jupiter systems.
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